
The head of the Federal Reserve, Jerome Powell, warned investors that the
central bank is prepared to return to larger interest rate hikes to fight off
inflation, at a congressional appearance on Tuesday. 
This was the chairman's first public appearance since data at the end of
February indicated that core inflation in the region is actually starting to pick
back up - with the January Core PCE figure at 4.7% y/y and up from 4.4%.
"Although inflation has been moderating in recent months, the process of
getting inflation back down to 2 percent has a long way to go and is likely to
be bumpy" he stated. 
Powell's hawkish rhetoric is broadly in line with similar statements from
Christine Lagarde, who warned over the weekend that price pressures were
"sticky", requiring further action to tackle the inflation "monster".
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Equities: European markets have opened slightly lower midweek, following
on from the negative move seen across much of Asia overnight and on Wall
Street yesterday. Eurozone indices are marginally weaker at the time of
writing, while UK indices are between 0.3 - 0.5% lower.
Powell's hawkish remarks on Wednesday prompted a sell-off in US risk
assets, forcing the S&P 500 down by 1.5% and the tech-heavy Nasdaq
down 1.25%. Stock market sentiment is beginning to decline somewhat,
with fears growing around the potential medium to longer term damage
that could be caused by rates in the US reaching above 5.5% and also
above 4% in the Eurozone.
However, we have definitely not seen any sort of widespread panic as a
result of Powell's speech - volatility remains quite subdued with the VIX
index still below $20 this morning.
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Rates: The policy-sensitive US 2yr yield has moved above 5.05%, its highest level
since 2007 as investors price in higher rates in the States. According to Fed Funds
futures pricing, roughly three quarters of the market is now looking for a larger
50bp hike in March, with a terminal rate of around 5.75% due to be reached
sometime during Q3. Investors then expect a series of 25bp rate cuts throughout
2024. Yield curves are at their most inverted in the US in 4 decades, as the market
continues to believe that inflation will force the Fed to hike aggressively in the
near-term and consequently cause substantial damage to the US economy.

Looking ahead: ECB President Christine Lagarde is due to speak at 10am this
morning, at an event hosted by the WTO in Geneva. This will be one of the ECB's
last chances to prepare the market for its March 16th meeting. Revised Eurozone
GDP for Q4 will also come due at 10am - however we do not expect this to have a
significant impact on European markets today, since this will be the third of three
GDP releases for the quarter.
Later on Wednesday we will get some smaller US jobs figures, along with the
latest Bank of Canada release (forecast to leave rates unchanged at 4.50%). Fed
Chair Jerome Powell will speak again in Washington DC at 3pm, and is likely to
reiterate much of yesterday's messaging. Thursday will be much quieter on the
data front, with the exception of monthly Chinese CPIs.

08/03/2023 - ECB's Lagarde speaks
08/03/2023 - Fed's Powell speaks
08/03/2023 - Revised Eurozone GDP
10/03/2023 - US Non-Farm Payrolls

Currencies: All eyes have unsurprisingly been on the US dollar over the
past 24 hours. The dollar index jumped by 1.3% on Tuesday (fresh 3-month
high) as traders priced in higher US rates for this year. 
The next major risk event for the world's reserve currency will be this
Friday's US 'Non-Farm Payrolls' data. Next week we will see FX traders likely
focus on US CPI (Tuesday) and the ECB (Thursday).

AIB

CBI Forecasts

The Irish bank has this morning reported an after-tax profit of €765 million
for the 2022 full year, up from the €645m seen in 2021. AIB also said that it
has made a good start to 2023 with positive momentum in income. Total
income for last year came in at €2.895 billion (up 21% y/y), as new lending
rose by 22% to €12.6b. 
The 57% state-owned bank saw its net interest income increase by 20% to
€2.159b from the prior €1.794b, mostly on the back of a robust Q4
performance. AIB has proposed to pay out €166m in dividends along with a
share buyback of €215m.

The Central Bank of Ireland has released its latest Quarterly Bulletin on
Wednesday morning, in which it is forecasting for inflation in the country to
decrease to 5% this year, while household incomes are set to improve.
Unemployment is expected to remain low in 2023 and 2024, with a rate of
4.4%. 'Modified Domestic Demand' is forecast at 3.1% this year and 2.9%
next, down from 2022's 8.2%. Interestingly, the CBI also expects the surplus
in public finances to almost double next year to just under €15b, boosted by
windfalls of corporation tax.
"While still challenging, a better than previously expected global economic
backdrop and continuing domestic resilience shapes the near-term outlook
for the Irish economy."


